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Keyless Remote Installation

1. Pull back the carpeting in the 
passenger (right) footwell to 
expose the wooden floor board. 
Remove this and the sheetmetal 
plate that holds the DME 
computer, relays and the alarm 
computer. 

2. Near the alarm computer, 
there is a loose wire bundle 
wrapped up in black insulation. 
Unwrap that bundle to expose 
several wires terminated with 
yellow caps. For the door lock 
functions you will need to uncap 
the following wires:

UNLOCK =  Brown/Red
LOCK = Brown/white
Ground = Brown

These instructions are general guidelines for installing a remote keyless entry 
system. There are many available on the market. One that I have used with good 
success is the Bulldog Security model #1702. Available from PepBoys for about 
$40.  

These instructions, along with the instructions that came with your remote unit 
should get the job done. 
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4. Referring to the wiring diagram that 
came with your remote unit, find the 
wiring scheme that utilizes a negative 
(ground) pulse signal to lock and 
unlock the doors. I prefer to solder 
and heat shrink tube the wires. Any 
secure method will work however.  

Again, the wiring codes are this:
UNLOCK =  Brown/Red
LOCK = Brown/white
Ground = Brown

5. To enable the proper function of 
the trunk / hatch pop feature of a 
remote entry system, you will need to 
install a relay in the trunk area and 
run a single wire from the remote box 
to that relay.

The relay will need to be wired  
according to the wiring diagram on the 
next page, Or you can buy one from 
www.968engineering.com already 
pigtailed and terminated with the pins 
that engage the key switch connector. 

3. For constant 12 Volt supply, the 
red / white wire in the black 
connector can be used. 
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6. Wrap everything up nice and neat. 
The remote control box can be 
double sticky taped to the alarm 
computer for a neat install. Make 
sure the antenna wire is stretched out 
and not wadded up with the rest of 
the wiring. 


